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CORRECTION/REPAIR AS A RESOURCE FOR
CO.CONSTRUCTION OF GROUP COMPETENCE

Elizabeth Keatins

1. Introductionl

The importance of studying spontaneous, ordinary face-to-face interaction as a key to
understanding social organization has been recognized since the work of Garfinkel
(1967) and Goffman (1967, 1974). Everyday speech has been found to exhibit an
orderliness and organization recognized and oriented to by participants (Schegloff and
Sacks 1973; Sacks, Schegloffand Jefferson 7974; Schegloff, Jefferson, and Sacks 1977).
As speakers analyze prior turns and produce evidence of their analysis in their own
turns, speakers disclose to each other and to overhearers (such as ethnographers)
information about social categories, how participants construct context through talk and
how recursively context shapes talk (cf. Duranti 1984; Duranti & Goodwin 1992). What
speakers show they find relevant becomes an important basis for studying the
collaborative construction of meaning.

This paper will focus on the phenomena of "repair" or correction - ways in which
speakers and hearers systematically address recurrent problems in speaking, hearing,
and understanding (Schegloff, Jefferson and Sacks 1977). These instances of
breakdowns in communication and their resolution are important sites for
understanding the processes of social organization. Repair sequences have been shown
to be important resources in negotiating identities (Jefferson I974), in the management
of speaking turns and story acceptance during storytelling (Jefferson 1978; Goodwin
1984; Testa 1991), in increasing audience co-participation and responsibility (Besnier
1989), and in indexing spontaneity in otherwise routine talk (Philips 1992).

I will be examining repair or correction sequences in a music rehearsal. I
propose that repair or correction strategies facilitate joint construction of the group
activity and its collective musical competence and performance. By extensive use of
self-corrections, the musicians focus hearer's attention, encourage negotiation, mitigate
the drvisive potential of other-correction, and, in the case of deictic references,
continually reframe the inclusivity of speaker/addressee.

t This paper was initiauy presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Anthropology
Association, Chicago, Il l inois, November 1991. I would like to express my appreciation to Alessandro
Duranti and Emanuel Schegloff for their insightful comments on the initial version; any errors and
omissions remain my own. I would also like to thank the members of the 1965 Bombastic Rockin' Relics
Revue and Sometimes Travelin' Band for allowins me to record their rehearsal.
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1.1. "Correction" and "Repair"

In the context of the music rehearsal, error correction is an important focus of group
activity, and instances of other-correction (when a speaker corrects another
participant's utterance) are closely related to perceived errors. However, the early work
on conversational repair by Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson evidences a gradual shift
away from the concept of error and the term correction. For example, whereas Sacks
first sought to understand what he termed "correction invitation devices" (Lecture 3),
and the 1977 article (Schegloff, Jefferson, and Sacks) refers somewhat interchangeably
to both "correction" and "repair," by 1979 Schegloff reports that the term "correction"
has been replaced by "the more generic rubric 'repair'" (1979: 26I). This change was
made in order to reflect the nature of many self-repairs, in which no error is evident,
but speaker modification occurs. Because of the nature of the music practice session,
where rectifying performance as well as conversation is relevant, and correction activity
is more than a side-sequence, I will use the term other-correction when referring to a
speaker's correction of another speaker's utterance in this paper. Use of this term will
allow me to include both talk and actions as correctable activities, since the correction
of actions is not included in the domain of the concept of "repair" as developed by
Schegloff, Jefferson, and Sacks (1977). I will reserve the term "repair" for self-
corrections, i.e. self-repair. I believe, however, that correction of talk and actions may
be related, and even interdependent, a theme I would like to develop in future papers.

Before continuing, I will show examples of both self-repair and other-correction.
The first example is of self-repair; the speaker corrects her/his utterance as it is
produced. The second two examples show other-correction; a hearer perceives an error
and init iates correction.

(1) Self-repair example

15 Jim: That's pretty simple and tha-
16 ( .s)
17 could- could- l ike- I 'm tryin to think-

Note the characteristic cutoffs and restarts in the above example; no errors of speaking
are apparent until the speaker (Jim) corrects himself.

The following are two examples of other-correction. The first is an other-initiated
correction, which leads to a self-correction. The second is an other-correction both
init iated and delivered by another speaker.

(2) Other-init iation of correction (l ine 05) leading to self-correction (l ine 06)

01 Russ: Right. And then uh- consistent vocals an' (.)
02 we had a problem hearing Joy on her bah.
03 (1.s)
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04 Jim: (?)
I
On her bah?
Um I'm sorry not bah I'm thinkin- not:

05
06

Joy:
Russ:

Russ:
Jim:

(3) Other correction, both init iated and performed by other (l ine 05):

J im: Lrt's, let's let's go through it just go
through it to just that point and then stop.
Sixteen candles, two, three.
(1 .0 )
Three, four.
Three, four alright? heh heh. Three, four,
thanks. There's more, one two, three four
((sings)) Huppy Birthday Huppy Birthday

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08

The subject of conversational repair has been extensively studied. It has been
shown, for example, that in conversation American speakers evidence a preference for
self-initiated, self-correction and a dispreference for correction by others (Schegloff,
Jefferson and Sacks 1977). This dispreference is displayed in structures of conversation,
in which opportunities for self-correction precede those for other-correction, and in the
observation that other-correction is typically a delayed response. It is notable, however,
that in the music rehearsal under study, correction is the core of the activity, a situation
which one would expect may have ramifications for the usual preference structure.
Indeed other-corrections are many times delivered without delay in the rehearsal, which
might be tied to a reliance on deictic reference terms for location of problems in music
performance, that is, musicians will reference correctables by terms such as "there" and
"now." Weeks (1985) also discusses error correction in an "autocratic" orchestral group.
Although in his group only the conductor has the authoritative version of the musical
texts, in the "Rockin' Relics" rehearsal, authority and responsibility are distributed
among co-participants.

This paper will examine specific occurrences of self-repair and other-correction
in the music rehearsal in order to investigate how repair and correction are organized
and how such organization helps to constitute the social activity of rehearsing.
Transcripts of video excerpts are from a music practice session which took place in
February 1990; in these excerpts the musicians are working out dance steps to
accompany the song "Rock Around the Clock," and are discussing a song just practiced.

2. Ethnographic background and data collection

The band under study is called "The 1965 Bombastic Rockin' Relics Revue and
Sometimes Travellin' Band." The band members characterize the band as one which
does "copy-tunes," that is, they do not play original work, but selections from'other
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artists, those of the 1950's and early 1960's. However, the musicians feel they improve
the songs with added vocal harmonies, better equipment, and such things as the
addition of dance steps. Members of the band include a lead vocalist, who occasionally
plays rhythm guitar (Jim), a lead guitarist (Will), a bass guitarist (Joy), a saxophone
player (Russ), and a drummer (John). The band plays for events such as wedding
receptions, parties, and class reunions. The musicians rehearse together once per week
for four to six hours. All have other (non-music-related) full-time jobs and play in the
band in their spare time.

I audiotaped the band rehearsal in 1989 and videotaped a rehearsal in 1990.
Additionally, I interviewed each band member informally about such things as music
background, experiences with other bands, and personal goals.

3. Doing "rehearsal"

Few scholars of either music or social interaction have focused their attention on the
rehearsal. Within music scholarship, studies of such activit ies are generally concerned
with methods of improving student skills and most efficient use of practice time
(Sloboda 19U5), or examining cognitive processes associated with music learning
(Koskoff 1988). Though Goffman contributes much to our understanding of the
performative nature of social interaction, he characterizes rehearsals as "re-keyings,"
dependent on live performance to provide the correct interpretive frame (797a: 82).
My own position is that rehearsals often are the locus of the co-construction of group
identity and performance. l.anguage plays a central role in this activity.

In the strip of interaction under analysis, the musicians are engaged in the
activity of coordinating their movements in order to add dance steps to their
performance. These dance movements are being proposed, assessed and practiced at
the rehearsal. A close look at transcripts of the rehearsal reveals a tension between a
need to eliminate errors and social conventions the co-participants share. These
conventions emerge in structures of conversation which encourage indirectness and
agreement (Pomerantz 1984). A tension also exists because of the constraints on
personal autonomy inherent among musicians who must work together to produce a
group sound. At one point one musician admonishes another for producing a sound
that is "too individual." The achievement of the social activity labeled "rehearsal"
necessitates successful manipulation of discourse strategies by actors in a framework
where participation rights are evenly distributed. When we look at the interaction, what
captures our attention is the recurrent use of self-correction. This seems to be part of
a larger set of resources for negotiating decision-making and responsibil i ty, thus
facil i tating co-construction of a plan for a sequence of dance steps.

As an example of the recurrent use of self-correction, in a sequence of ten
utterances by tour different musicians, nine utterances contain at least one self-
correction. Total self-corrections across the ten utterances number twenty-five. This
high incidence of repair is not random and I would like to make some observations
about it. I wil l f irst talk about the occurrence of self-correction in making proposals.
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Secondly, I wil l discuss the embedding of self-corre ction in other-correction, and thirdly
deictics as the most often repaired l inguistic forms.

3.1 Self-correction and proposals

Similar to Phil ips'observation about the speech of judges who routinely use self-repair
to project spontaneity as they take guilty pleas from defendants (Philips \992),, it
appears that self-correction as used by at least one of the musicians seems to construct
an emergent, spontaneous quality in his talk. Repair communicates spontaneity in the
case of Jim, the band leader. He is the one who has proposed the idea of dance steps,
and as the episode unfolds, it becomes clear that he has predesigned a possible
sequence of steps. Rather than bring his ideas forward right away, however, he asks for
suggestions from band members in an utterance containing twelve self-corrections. He
thus indexes his own proposal as tentative and just-formed. His hesitation invites co-
participation by word search and self-interrupts. Only after the saxophone player, Russ,
twice proposes a hip swing movement does Jim bring up his own plan. In proposing his
plan second, Jim insures that the musicians have at least two plans from which to make
a decision, and that his proposal is seen to emerge from the current discourse.

We will first look at an example of Jim's extensive self-corrections as the
musicians begin the discussion of dance steps. For clarity and emphasis, I have grouped
instances of each speaker's self '-corrections together, that is, I have listed re-starts and
re-phrasings under the original "trouble source" or problem portion of the utterance in
the transcript; tbr example, in the excerpt below, l ines 01-02, 02-03,04-05, and 06-07
show an init ial phrase which is then cut off and restated.

(4) EXAMPLE 4

01 Jim: how bout on the-
02 on the second lead let's-
03 let's try and put a
04 litt le show into it 'cause you know we do-
05 we really-
06 l ike the first
07 about the first six or seven songs
08 we d' really have
09 I've noticed don't have
10 too much of anything in it so
1 1  ( . 5 )
12 when we're playing the bah bah bah bah 'n

13 that's pretty simple right?
14 ( .s )
15 That's pretty simple and tha-
16 ( .s)



01
02
03
04
05
06
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17 could-
18 could-
19 l ike-
2A I'm tryin to think-
2I  wel l -
22 who has an idea for that?< Let's put it th-
23 does anybody have an idea what we could do for a
24 lead part.
2s (2.0)

After Jim's question in line 24, Russ proposes a hip
Jim responds with "Yah." and proceeds to propose
corrections and hedges, in the example below.

(s) EXAMPLE s

swing, then repeats his proposal.
his own plan, with multiple self-

J im: Yah.
/ a \
l . L  )

I wa-
I was almost kinda thinkin l ike-
I was almost kinda thinkin, l ike bom bom bom
bom bom 'n that wav vou don't have to move:

The co-occurence of hedges with self-correction in the above example is
suggestive. G. Lakoff (1975) has noted that hedges can take values that are true and
make them false. This suggests that while Jim is proposing a plan, he is at the same
time disavowing or moditying it. Self-correction and hedges can frame an event as one
of delicate negotiation, thereby reducing polarizaLion and the risks of disall ignment.
R. Lakoff (1973), Brown (1980), Tannen (1982), C. & M. Goodwin (1987) and others
have reported the use of hedges to modiff the force of a speech act as a pattern which
recurs in women's speech. Hedges are used by all the band members except,
interestingly enough, the woman band member. In a later example, the woman band
member (Joy) will also show a difference in her use of self-correction while making a
proposal, which is subsequently rejected (Example 7).

Extensive use of "you know" to claim shared knowledge is another feature of talk
which co-occurs with self-correction, as noted in the example below, when Russ
proposcs a hip swing movement.

(6) EXA]V{PLE 6

01 Russ:
02
03
04

I kinda have to stay
in-
in-

you know in front so: if we just do-
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05
06
07

Joy: We could all step o:ut. Hey,
Forget the mikes:. step out
front of your mike because
just  step out here and (?)

if everybody just does a

(?) we could step out.
th is way < step out in
you're not singin', r ight I

hip swing,
( .8)

- By slowing down the rate of speech, multiple self-corrections allow a speaker to
perform a checking operation on how recipienti might be viewing the proposal, and
allow time for the speaker to withdraw the proposat, if disagreemint is perceived, or
amend the proposal to facilitate understancting or agreement. Thus self-corrections can
work to flesh out and negotiate disagreement, and facilitate co-construction of plans.
Multiple self-corrections are also one way of monopolizing verbal floo6pui", un
important consideration in a group with egalitarian ideology. There uppeuri to be a
positive correlation between the amount of speech ur"d by a member and his
perception as the band's leader.

As has been noted by C. Goodwin (1980), Kendon (1985), and Schegloff (1984),
self-correction can also function to gain or organize hearer's attention. The rehearsal
environment is one in which attention can easily be diverted, as the time between
musical numbers in which correction takes place is also used by musicians to adjust
amplif iers, go to the bathroom, and get food and water.

The following example is suggestive of a relationship between self-repair and
attention-getting strategies. Though Joy does not use cutoffs or restarts in her proposal,
she uses "H.y" between two successive repeats of a proposal. For clarity, I iravi first
reproduced Joy's complete utterance out of context (without other speakers' talk), and
then I have shown the full transcript (with other speakers' talk).

(7) EXAMPLE ]

In this second segment, Joy's utterance in the context of other speakers' talk is
shown ( l ine 10):

01 Jim: Whu-
02 let's ei-
03 let's either
04 let's either pi_
05 let's try the pivot and then
06 lets try l ike a-
07 l ike kind of l ike a-
08 ((gestures with guitar))
09
10 Joy: We c'd all step o:ut. Hey (?) we could step out.
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11  t l
72 wil l: ((to Jim)) That might be kinda weird to do tha:t.
13 ( .8)
14 Russ: Do what?
1s t  l
16 Joy: Forget the mikes: step o:ut ( step out in front:
17 t
18 Will: Tryin ta do ((gestures with guitar))

Joy repeats her proposal several t imes, punctuated by one "h"y" in order to get
the attention of the other musicians. Extensive repeats recur during other members'
proposals, yet more typically occur with self-corrections, which deliy delivery of the
complete proposal, possibly unti l hearer's attention has been gained. joy's utterance is
rejected; the account given for rejection is the failure to iccommodate one band
member in her proposal.

3.2. Self-cotection in other-correction

Self-correction not only occurs during proposals but is often interspersed in sequences
of other-corrections, as shown in the three examples below.

(8) EXAMPLE 8

((Drummer (John) lacks enthusiasm in lead-in to song))

01 Jim: Are you gonna do that?
02
03 John: Yeh.
04
05 Jim: That's oka:y let's bu-
06 bu_
07 do it-
08 do it with (.) punch.(.) mOkay.

(e) EXAMPLE e

((Russ turns towards drummer))

01 Russ: Yeah. Yeah.
02 It just punches Jim vocals
03 Jim,s vocals
04 just punch Jim's vocals 'n-
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(10) EXAMPLE 10

((Will is talking to the group about a previous song))

01 Will: It seems like it 's kinda la-
02 it kina la::gs in there or something

In these examples, the musician correcting the others also corrects himsell with re-
starts and cut-offs. The speakers use "it" (see lines 1 and 2, example 10) to refer to the
song they are all performing. This works toward mitigating other-correction, and
indexes inexpertness as a group phenomenon. Self and othei categories merge, and
responsibil i ty fbr correction is distributed. As noted above, self-coirection his been
shown to draw the attention of hearers to the problematic portion of an utterance; thus
when self-correction is embedded in other-correction, the focus shifts to the problem
("do it with punch", "punch Jim's vocals" and "it kinda lags") and not the musician who
has committed the error. Thus a potentially divisive aCtivity (correction) becomes a
source of negotiation and invitation for collaboration. Not every other-correction in the
rehearsal is delivered with self-corrections, however, this is u i..rrr.nt phenomenon.
Other corrections delivered without self-corrections are moderated in other wavs. often
by other musicians.

3.3. Self-correction and deixis

There is an additional way in which self-corrections appear to index co-construction of
the group's plan of action. The most oflen repaired l inguistic forms are <Jeictic forms.
For example, the subject pronoun of a phrase is often repaired as in the following
examples:

(11) EXAMPLE 11 ((underline indicates referent switch))

a) Russ: if we just do- if everybody just does

b) Jim: I mean we- t (.) yo, know unless- you're

c) Russ: somebod- (.) ru- (.) one way or tother I might get hit.

d) Russ: it could go either way, yq_U can just go either way.

e) Joy: nobody's singin' then, or I 'm not singin' then.

f) Jim: [y!u] t.y to do it- let's- let's tr- we'l l get it so we all go together

This suggests that the orientation and range of the participants in any activity within the
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ongoing rehearsal is repairable, and continually negotiated. The repair of subject
referentials is noteworthy in that as the utterance emerges, the current context in which
the utterance occurs changes. As Jim replaces subject reference "you" with "we,"
(example 0 he shifts to include himself as both speaker and addressee. Hanks (1990)
has drawn our attention to the implications of such constantly shifting indexical ground
in his study of Mayan deixis, and pointed to the interactive nature of deictic reference.

Demonstratives and spatial adverbs are also often repaired (shown in boldface
below):

(12) EXAMPLE 12

a) Russ: Twar- to your left

b) Joy: Step out this way < step out in front

c) Russ: I kinda have to stay in- in- you know in front

d) Russ: something straight- straight on l ike that

e) Will: Which way? (.) Rightl Go to the right?

It can be noted that terms are routinely changed to a progressively higher level of
specificity. By regularly repairing deictic terms, the musicians focus their attention on
the relationship of the musicians with respect to each other, both verbally and spatially.

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, the musicians appear to use se lf-correction recurrently as part of a larger
set of resources for negotiating decision-making and responsibility and for co-
constructing group performance. I have discussed the occurrence of self-correction in
making proposals, the embedding of self-correction in other-correction, and deictics as
the most often repaired l inguistic forms. Self-correction, with its characteristic repeats
and self-interruptions appears to gain hearers' attention, invite negotiation, mitigate
other-correction, and continually retrame the inclusivity of speaker/addressee. In a
potentially divisive atmosphere of individual error correction within a group format,
self-correction appears not only to mitigate other-correction, but indexes indecision and
invites collaboration.
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Transcription notations (developed by Gail Jcfferson)

I I Indicates simultaneous utterance
= Indicates contiguous utterance
(0.0) Intervalsbetweenutterances
(?) Words unclear
: Sound stretch

,  Cont inuing intonat ion
? Quest ion intonat ion
. Falling tone
- Cutoff
q Emphasis
(( )) Transcriber's remarks or non-verbal information
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